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Confirm your position: D Support LJL] (Support In-part') 
(please tick relevant box) '--- � 

My submission is: 
(Include details and reasons for your position) 

Oppose 

LJ 

We strongly support the concept of protecting the unique heritage values, context and landscape of Te Waimate 
Heritage Area, however we believe that the Proposed Plan does not go far enough to protect the outstanding 
landscape and heritage values of the area. Heritage sites have been left out of the plan, such as Cooks Lane, 
Courthouse Lane and the second site of the flour mill. These sites reinforce the uniqueness of the area. We have 
grave concerns for what is left of the pastoral landscape, particularly the vista from the Mission House. Already 
much of the "notable attempt by the missionaries to recreate an English pastoral landscape" has been recently 
destroyed, the removal of the hedge rows, trees, a huge amounts of soil being moved about, and replaced with 
overwhelming horticultural development. 

I seek the following decision from the Council: 
(Give precise details. If seeking amendments, how would you like to see the provision amended?) 

1.The Te Waimate Heritage area to be extended to include much more of the unique historic vista from the Mission
House complex, Cooks Lane, Courthouse Lane, Whakataha Road, the second site of the flour mill. This area includes
Maori settlement and horticultural development, before and after the arrival of the Missionaries, as well as that of the
Missionaries themselves; much of which poorly recorded.

2.There needs to be better protection of poorly detailed local sites to preserve them until they are properly
investigated and this protection should not be over ridden by Rural Production rules.

3 Large horticultural structures that obliterate the Mission and pre European horticultural sites be restricted. 
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